Materials:
Tatting cotton size 20 in red and white or two colours of your choice, two shuttles.
Extra instructions: jk - Josephine knot, DNRW - do not reverse work, SS - switch shuttles

Method:
Fill shuttle 1 with white and shuttle 2 with red. Tie threads together using a weaver’s knot or start your tatting using whichever method of hiding ends you prefer.
For those tatters who prefer to do Front side/Back side tatting the instructions are in italics.
With shuttle 1 (white)
R1 5 - 5 - 5 - 5 cl RW
Ch1 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 RW
R2 5 + (to last p of previous R) 5 - 5 - 5 cl RW
Rep Ch1 and R2 until 15 rings and 14 chains have been made
Ch15 2 - 2 RW
R16 As R2, DNRW

R17 5 + (to last p of R16) 7 - 7 - 5 cl, DNRW
R18 As R2, RW
Ch16 2 + (to p of Ch15) 2 RW
R19 As R2, RW
Ch17 2 - 2 + (to centre p of Ch14) 2 - 2 RW
Continue in the same way all down the second side, joining each ring and each chain. After R33 DNRW and SS
Ch31 2 - 2 - 2 - 2, j to base of R1
Ch32 2 - 2 - 2 jk of 10 2nd half stitches cl, 2 - 2 - 2 j to 1st p of R1
Ch33 2 - 2 - 2 jk of 10 2nd half stitches cl, 2 - 2 - 2 j to same j between R1 and R2.
Rep last chain, joining between rings until you have joined between R16 and R17
Ch49 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 jk of 10 2nd half stitches cl, 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 j between R17 and R18
Rep Ch33 to complete the second side, ending with a join to the base of R33.
Tie ends and either sew in ends to neaten or dab with PVA glue.
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